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BONAIV [l] has recently shown that if/: S* + S2 and g: S* -+ S* are commuting diffeomor- 
phisms that are sufficiently C’ close to the identity, then/and g have a common fixed point. 
This answered a question of Rosenberg about the existence of closed leaves for a certain 
class of foliations. 
In general, commuting diffeomorphisms of S* will not have common fixed points. If 
RI and R2 are rotations by 1~ about orthogonal axes, then R, R2 = R2 RI = R3 is rotation 
by n about the axis that is orthogonal to both the axis of RI and the axis of R2. Clearly 
RI and R2 have no common fixed points. 
Recall that Homeo, (S*), the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S*, is 
homotopy equivalent to SO(3) ([73) and hence that rr,(Homeo+(S*). identity) z Z2. If 
J g E Homeo, (S*) commute, choose isotopies /;: S* -, S* from /e = identity to/, =jand 
g,: S* + S* from go = identity to g, = g. Then h, =Jg,/;-‘g,-’ is an isotopy from 
h 0 = identity to h, = identity; i.e. h, is loop in Homeo+(S*) based at the identity. Define 
W(/, g) = [h,]En,(Homeo+(S*). identity) 2 Z2. (We use the notation W(/, g) because in 
the only example that we have to compute, this element of Z2 is essentially a winding 
number-see Section 1.) It is easy to check that W(l; g) is independent of the choice of 
isotopiesf, and g, and that W(J g) = 0 if and only if f and g lift to commuting elements of the 
universal cover of Homeo+ (S*). 
If f and g are sufficiently close to the identity, then we may choose/, and g, so that the 
loop h, is short and hence contractible in Homeo+(S*); in particular W(f. g) = 0. On the 
other hand, if R, and R2 are as above, then (see Lemma 1.2) W(R,, R2) = 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend Bonatti’s results as follows. The set of orientation 
preserving C’ diffeomorphisms of S* is denoted by Diff:(S*). The fixed point set of 
a homeomorphism f is denoted by Fix(f). 
THEOREM 0.1. I/f. g E Homeo + (S*) commute, have finite fixed point sets and satisfy 
W(J’g) = 0. then Fix(f) n Fix(g) # 0; moreover, if either Fix(f) or Fix(g) is not (I single 
point, then Fix(f) n Fix(g) contains at least two points. 
THEOREM 0.2. ff I; grzDifl+‘(S*) commute and satisfy W(J g) = 0, then Fix(/) n 
Fix(g) # 0. 
Remark. It is easy to check that W(/, g*) = 0 for all commuting 1; gE Homeo, (S*). 
Thus if J ge Homeo, (S*) commute and if f and g* have finite fixed point sets or if 
fI goDifl,!(S*) commute, then Fix(/)n Fix(g*) # 0. 
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As a corollary of the proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 we obtain a similar result for 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the plane. The example that follows the state- 
ment of the corollary reminds us that not every pair of commuting, orientation preserving 
homeomorphisms of the plane with non-empty fixed point sets have a common fixed point. 
COROLLARY 0.3. i’f$ g e Homeo, (R’) commute, hacejnitefixed point sets and either/or 
g is notfixed point free, then Fix(/) n Fix(g) # 0. Iff gE Di’) (R’) commute, hare compact 
fixed point sets and either f or g is not fixed point free, then Fix(f) n Fix(g) # 0. 
Example 0.4. Let T: RZ + R* be the translation T(s, y) = (x, y + 1). Choose 
/: R* -+ R* SO thatf T = T/; SO that/(x, y) = T(s, y) if 1x1 2 1 and so thatf(0, n) = (0, n) for 
alln~Z.Chooseg:R*+R*sothatgT= Tg,sothatg(x,y)= T(x,y)ifIx-215 landso 
that g(2. n) = (2, n) for all nEZ. Then fg = gf but Fix(f)n Fix(g) = 0. 
We next consider extensions of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 to higher genus surfaces. For any 
homeomorphism f: M + M of a compact surface, the Thurston classification theorem 
(Theorem 2.1) produces a homeomorphism F: M + M that is isotopic to f and that has 
certain very useful properties. It is well known that f has at least as many fixed points as 
F does. The following corollary of Corollary 0.3 implies, for example, that if f and g are 
orientation preserving, commuting C’ diffeomorphisms of a closed orientable surface and if 
F and G are pseudo-Anosov. then f and g have at least as many common fixed points as 
F and G do. 
Suppose that XE Fix(f). Choose a lift 2 in the universal cover d of M and a lift 
/: fi + fi that fixes x’. Let F: fi -+ fi be the lift of F: M + M that is equivariantly 
homotopic to?: k 4 fi. If y E Fix(F), then (f, x) is Nielsen eyuioalrnt to (F. y) if p fixes a lift 
j of y. This definition is indcpcndcnt of the choices of 2 andr 
COROLLARY 0.5. Suppose that M is a closed orientahle surface, that 1; gE Homeo+(M) 
commute and that either Fix(f) and Fix(g) are finite or f and g are C’ difiomorphisms. Let 
F, G: M --, M be the homeomorphisms obtained by applying Theorem 2.1 to J g: M -+ M. 
With notation as in Theorem 2.1, suppose that F and G have a commonfixed point y that lies in 
the interior of some S, and that neither FlS, nor GISi is the identity. Then there exists 
XE Fix(f)n Fix(g) such that (/; x) is Nielsen equivalent to (F, y) and (g. x) is Nielsen 
equivalent to (G, y). 
The proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 use Thurston’s description of the mapping class 
group of a hyperbolic surface but are otherwise elementary. For example, suppose that 
Fix(f) u Fix(g) = K is finite. Then W(f, g) depends only on the isotopy classes of 
f l(S* - K)and gl(S* - K). After applying the theory of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms, 
we are reduced to showing that W(J g) = 1 if g is rotation by n about some axis in S* and if 
f interchanges the fixed points of g. 
I. COhll’UTlNG W(/.y) 
In this section we prove a lemma that is useful for computing W(J g) and apply it in 
a special case. 
LEMMA 1.1. If h,, hj: S* -, S*, t*E [O, I], are loops in (Homeo+(S*), identity) such that 
h,(zi)=h;(zi)forsome~l,~z,~JES *, then [h,] = [hi] E n1 (Homeo, (S*), identity). 
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Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let Conf(S2) be the set of conformal homeomorphisms of Sz and 
let Homeo+(S2, z,, I~, z3 ) be the set of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S2 that 
fix z,, z2 and :3. The map 0: Homeo, (S’) 4 Homeo+ (S’, zI . :2, z3) x Conf(S’) given by 
f-(&J 4) is a homeomorphism, where 4 is the unique mobius transformation that satisfies 
$( f (:i)) = zi for i = 1,2,3. Since both Homeo + (S’) and Conf(S’) are homotopy equivalent 
to SO(3), and we conclude that Homeo+(S’, z~.:~,:~) is contractible. Define 
h; = h;‘h;:SZ-+S 2. Then [II;‘] = 0 and [hJ = [h,] [II;‘]. 17 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that g: S2 +S2 is rotation about some axis by Znp/q 
(p,fq E Q. 0 < p/q < I), that f E Homeo + (S2) commutes with g and that/interchanges thefixed 
points :L and z2 o/g. Then p/q = l/2 and W(J g) = I. 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. S2\{zl. z2 } is an open annulus A. Let ,$ be the universal cover of 
A and let T: A’+ A’ be the generating covering translation. There is a lift g: A’ + A’ of gIA 
that satisfies a” = TV. Choose a lift?: A’ + 2 off I A. Since f interchanges the fixed points of 
g, the f-image of the equator is homotopic in A to the equator with its orientation reversed. 
In particular, JT = T-‘f Since fgl A = gf 1 A. ST= T“I$ for some aE Z. Thus 
Tpf’= gqr= TaYfgV = TaqfTP = Taqdp$ We conclude that a = Zpjq, so that a = I and 
P/q = 112. 
Let g, be rotation about the axis ofg by rrt and let,/; be an isotopy between.f;, = identity 
and/, =&Then W(J g) is thcclcmcnt of x,(Homco +(S’). identity) 2 X2 dctcrmincd by the 
loop h, = g,j;cg,-‘j;-‘. WC replace h, by the homotopic loop 
},i = 
{ 
gr; for 0 5 t 5 l/2 
!I*f1Yil- f? for l/2 ~5 l 5 1; 
note that /I;(:~) = zi for all I E [O, I] and i = I, 2. 
Choose c., E A and a lift EJ E 2. Let cj,: /i -+ /1’ be the lift of q, connecting cjo = idcntiy to 
61 = 6. Then 
is a lift of 11; and 1z(Z3), I E [0, I], is a path from f3 to gig_ ‘z- ‘(5J) = 7++&j- ‘r- ‘(5J) = T(Z,). 
In particular, h;(z,), t E [O, 11, is a degree one curve in A. The loop 11; is therefore homotopic 
to a loop hj' such that h:(Zi) = R,(;i) for all [E [0, I] and i = I, 2.3. where R, is rotation by 
27rr about the axis ofg. Lemma I.1 implies that [h,] = [hi] = [h,“] = [R,] = I since [R,] is 
the generator of n,(Homco(S2). identity). Cl 
2. CANONICAL FORMS 
In this section we recall some known, but perhaps not well known, facts about 
Thurston’s theory of surface homcomorphisms. Further definitions and details can bc found 
in [9]. [3] or [S]. 
Dcnotc the free homotopy class of a simple closed curve y by [ 73. For any homcomor- 
phism f : M + icf of a compact surface define r’(f) to bc the set of free homotopy classes of 
essential, non-peripheral, simple closed curves that have finite order under the action 
f,+, induced by /; i.e. [y]or’(/) if [f”(y)] = [y] f or some n > 0. Define the intersection 
i(A. B) of two eicmcnts A. BE r’(f) to be the minimum cardinality of z n /I where [r] = A 
and [p] = B. Let f(f) = {AE r'(f): i(A, B) = 0 for all BE r’(j)). 
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A reducing set for f is a finite collection of disjoint, essential, non-peripheral, simple 
closed curves {rt, . . . ,yk} such that {hl.. . . . CrJ} is an f#-invariant collection of 
distinct elements of F’(f) that contains F(f). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Thurston [9]) (See also [S]). Suppose that {yr,. . . , yk} is a reducing set 
forf:M+M,thatAl,..., AI are disjoint open product neighborhoods of yl, . . . , ‘J& and that 
S,, . . . , S, are the components of M\uf=, Ai. Then there exists F z f such that: 
(1) for each 1 _< i I r there is a smallest ni > 0 SO that F”r(Si) = Si 
(2) Fi = F”‘ISi: Si 4 Si either has finite order (F:ISi = identity for some I > 0) or is 
pseudo-Anosov (Anosor if M = T*). 
The next two lemmas address the specific case that concerns us. 
LEMMA 2.2. If f: M + M and g: M + M satisfy fy r yJ then there is a common reducing 
set for f and g. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. This is immediate from the definitions and the observation that 
f#(T(g)) = r(g) and gw(F( f)) = r(f). In particular F(f) c T’(y) and F(g) c r’(f) so that 
the curves in r(f) and in F(g) are disjoint or parallel. The reducing set is obtained by 
choosing a representative curve for each element of F(f) u T(g). Cl 
LEMMA 2.3. If f: M ---, M and g: M + M commute and i/ (r,, . . . , yk} is u common 
reducirug wt for/ and {J. then we may choose F c f and G z y as in 7korem 2. I ‘so thurfiw euch 
I SiSr,F,= F”llSi und G, = GmilSi commute. Moreover, if F, and Gi are pseudo-Anosoo, 
then the subyroup of Ifomeo + (Si) generated by F, and Gi either contuins u non-triuiul ekmenr 
o/finite ordrr or is isomorphic to Z. 
Proo/of Lemmu 2.3. Since F, and G, dcterminc commuting clcmcnts (F,) and (G,) in 
the mapping class group MCG(S,). it sufhces to assume that the reducing set is empty. If 
both f and g dctcrmine finite elements (f) and ({J) of the mapping class group MCG(M), 
then Lemma 2.3 follows from [4]. Replacing f or g bylg if necessary, we may assume that 
both (f) and (g) have infinite order. 
We now make use of the theory of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms; definitions and 
details can be found in [3]. MCG(M) acts on PF(M), the space of projective classes of 
measured foliations on M. Denote by @((f )) the homeomorphism of PF(M) determined 
by (f ). Then (o( (f )) and O( (y)) have exactly two fixed points and no points of period 
two. Since @((f )) commutes with @((y)), Fix(O(( f ))) = Fix(@( (9))). After replacing 
f by f -’ if necessary, we may assume that the attracting fixed point for 0( (f )) equals the 
attracting fixed point for cD( 9)). The construction in [S] produces pseudo-Anosov homco- 
morphisms F z f and G 2: y so that the unstable mcasurcd foliation for F and the unstable 
measured foliation for G have the same underlying topological foliations; similarly for the 
stable mcasurcd foliations of F and G. Since these topological foliations support unique 
invariant transverse measures (expose I I of [3]), F and G have the same stable measured 
foliations and the same unstable measured foliations. 
Let X be the subgroup of Homco + (M) generated by F and G and let S be the common 
unstable foliation for F and G. Each HEX’ expands the leaves of 9 by some factor 1(H). 
Dchne a homomorphism A: X + R .by A(H) = lo&R(H)). Since either i.(H) or l/II(H) is 
the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a non-negative integral matrix of bounded dimension, 
the image of A is discrete. We therefore think of A: X 4 Z. 
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Each HE 3? permutes the finitely many half-infinite leaves of the unstable foliation that 
initiate at singularities. Denote this permutation by P(H). Since each of these singular leaves 
is dense, if P(H) = identity and A(H) = 0 then H = identity. We conclude that A-‘(O) is 
a finite set of finite order homeomorphisms. Since A(FGF-‘G-l) = 0 and 
FGF-‘G-’ z identity, FG = GF; this uses the fact that an isometry ofa hyperbolic surface 
that is homotopic to the identity, is the identity. 0 
Remark 2.4. In the special case that the genus of Si is 0, Fi = F”‘ISi: Si + Si determines 
a homeomorphism hi: Sz -+ S2 by collapsing each component of dSi to a point. If Fi has 
finite order, then ti is conjugate to a finite order rotation R: S* - S’. This is well-known so 
we only sketch a proof. 
Suppose that Fi # identity. There is a hyperbolic metric on Si with respect to which Fi is 
an isometry. The fixed points of F^i have degree one so there are exactly two of them; 
puncturing Si further if necessary. we may assume that the fixed points of i, correspond to 
components A and B of the boundary of Si. Let p/q, 0 < p/q < 1, be the rotation number of 
FilA and let 7 be the shortest arc connecting A and B. The Fi-orbit of y consists of 
q disjointly embedded arcs between A and B; these divide Si into q regions (5) that are 
transitively permuted by Fi and that satisfy FfI I; = identity. We may therefore choose 
a homeomorphism It’: S’/F’i -, S’/R where S’/F, is the quotient of Sz under the action of ki 
and S’/R is the quotient of Sz under the action of a rotation R about some axis by Znplq. 
Lift h’ to a homeomorphism h: SL 4 Sz that conjugates 6,: S2 -+ S2 to R: S* -+ S’. Cl 
Suppose that /: S -, S is a homcomorphism of a closed surface and that K c Fix(f) is 
a finite set. We say that XE Fix(f) is Nielsen equit&nt into k’ if thcrc is an arc y c S 
connecting x to some YE h’ such that f(y) 2: yrcl(K u x). (Keep in mind that 2: means 
isotopy and not just homotopy). WC say that a set X c Fix(f) is Niclscn equivalent into K if 
each clcmcnt of X is Niclscn equivalent into K. 
LE%f%IA 2.5. Supposr thur f : s 4 S is un orientution presrrciny homeomorphism of an 
orientuhle closed sur/LIce und thut Fi.u( J) is Nielsen equioulmt into K. Define M by compuct- 
ijjiny euch end of S\ K wish a circle und let F: M + M be the homeomorphism obtuined from 
f I(S\ K ) by upplyiny Theorrm 2.1. Assume the notation of Theorem 2.1. If F(S,) = S, and 
FlSl # identity, then Fix(FISi) c L7Si. 
Proof of Lemmu 2.5. The proof is a straightforward argument using the “circle at 
infinity”. Further details can be found for example in [S]. 
Since FlSi # identity, x(M) < 0. The universal cover fi of M is identified with a convex 
subset of the compactified Poincart disk H u S, in the usual way. The frontier of fi in H is 
the full pre-image c7fi of dM and consists of geodesics with endpoints on S,. The closure of 
II? in H u S,n is a topological disk D(G) whose frontier is the union of Jfi with aclosed set 
C(G) c S,. If ?hf # 0 then C(A) is a Cantor set; if dM = 0 then C(a) = S,. Any lift 
P: JG -+ ic’i of F: M 4 M cxtcnds to a homeomorphism of D(d). Identifying S*\K with 
int(M). we may lift fl(S2\K) to int(G). Any such lift T: int(ic’i)+ int(fi) extends to 
a homeomorphism of int(ic’r) u C(bj). 
Suppose that Fi( y) = y for some y 4 C’Si. Choose a lift j E 6 and let s, be the component 
of the full pre-image of Si that contains j. The frontier 22, of $ in H is a union of lifts of 
components of ~Si. The closure of gi in H u S, is a topological disk D(g,) whose frontier is 
the union of ~Si with a closed set C(si) c S,. Let Fd;: D(Z?,) + D(si) be the extended lift of 
Fi = FIS,: Si -+ Si that fixes y’ and let 7: int(iI?) u Cc&?) 4 int(fi) u C(G) be the extended 
T@P X:2-6 
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lift off: int(M) + int(M) whose restriction to int(S;:) is equivariantly homotopic to pi. The 
lift ris characterized by fl C(~i) = p, 1 C(s). 
We will show that jdoes not fix the endpoints of a component of 82 but that ffixes 
a point _f~int(h?). The projected image XE:S~\K of 2 is fixed by f so there is an arc 7 c S 
connecting x to ye K such thatf(r) z yrel(K v x). Lift y\y to an arc 7 from 2 to a compon- 
ent B’ of ,!7. ThenJmust fix the endpoints of B and this will be the desired contradiction. 
There are two cases to consider. Suppose that Fi is finite order. Then (we may assume 
that) Fi is an isometry. Since Fi is not the identity, pi cannot fix the geodesic ray from p to 
a point in C(Si) and therefore cannot fix any point in C(Si). SinceTl C(gi) = Fij C(Si),Jdoes 
not fix any points in C(Si). It follows that11 C(fi) is fixed point free. Ifrextends over D(Q), 
thenFlc7o(,q) is fixed point free. and by the fixed point property for maps of the disk, 
/(int(bi) must have a fixed point. If f’does not extend over O(,%?), we may choose 
a homeomorphism _?‘: 0(,&i) --, D(a) that agrees with Ioff of a small neighborhood of 
?D(/Ci) and that has no fixed points in that neighborhood. Again the fixed point property 
for D(hl) implies that j(int(iG) has a fixed point. 
Suppose that F, is pseudo-Anosov. It is well known that F, does not setwise fix any 
components of Jgi. (The distance between J and any other point in f, grows exponentially 
under iteration by Fi:i.) Sincejl C(s) = Fil C(fi),rd ocs not fix the endpoints of a component 
of L7fi and Fix(jlC($)) = Fix(FiIC(Si)). Choose f’: M -+M that agrees with f off of 
a small neighborhood of dM and let F: O(R) + 0(/t%) be the extended lift of /’ whose 
restriction to int(fi) is equivariantly homotopic to/r We may assume that Fix(J’) = Fix(f) 
so it suthccs to show that Fix(J’Iintfi) # 0. Note that J’]C(a) =rIC(fi). It is well 
known that the fixed point set Fix(J’ldD(fi)) = Fix(f,,lC(g,)) consists of finitely many 
alternating sources and sinks. The usual index arguments (see [S] for example) imply that 
~f(/‘, 4 = c f(& ) w w h ere r(p, w) is the fixed point index for weFix in D(G), 
I(p,‘,, w) is the fixed point index for WE Fix(pJ in D(s) and where the sum is taken over all 
)r’~ Fix(J’IZD(fi)) = Fix(F412D(&)). It is well known that xf(F,, w) # 1, so the Lefschetz 
thcorcm implies that j’lint(fi) has at least one fixed point. cl 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 
Throughout this section we assume that K c Fix(/) u Fix(g) is an Finvariant, g- 
invariant finite set that contains at least three points and that both Fix(f) and Fix(g) are 
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Nielsen equivalent into K. For Theorem 0.1 it is sufficient to consider K = Fix(f) u Fix(g). 
For Theorem 0.2. it will be necessary to consider more general K. 
Let N be the surface obtained by compactifying the ends of S2\K with boundary circles 
and let p: (N, SN) + (S’, K) be the map that collapses components of dN to points in K. For 
any homeomorphism F: N -* N, denote the homeomorphism pFp-‘: S* +S* by 
F: S* -+ S*. The restrictionsfl(S*\K) and yl(S*\K) determine commuting elements (f) 
and (g) in the mapping class group MCG(N) of N. Lemma 2.2 implies that (f) and (g) 
have a common reducing set {;li , . . . , yk ). Choose FE(~) and GE (g) as in Lemma 2.3. 
Let A,, . . . , Ak and S,. . . . , S, be as in Theorem 2.1. 
Suppose that F(Si) = Si = G(Si) for some I s i I r; let Fi = FlSi and let Gi = GISi. 
Label the components Of SSi’~,SN by cr, , . . . , ul. Define Si(e) to be the complement in Si of an 
&-product neighborhood of the cris. Choose E” 2 E’ 2 0 SO that Fi(Si(E”)) c Si(c’) and 
Gi(Si(E”)) c Si(E’). Denote the components of ?Si(e’) and SSi(e”) that correspond to uj by 
eJ and u; respectively. 
For each j, P(aj). ~(a;) and ~(0;‘) bound disks D, c DJ c 0; in S2\p(Si(&“)). Choose 
a map c/i: S’ 4 S’ that collapses each Dj to a point, that is otherwise one to one and that is 
the identity on P(Si(s’)) = S’\u DJ. Then pi = YipISi: Si + S* collapses each component of 
ZSi to a point. is otherwise one to one and agrees with p on Si(e’). Define 
ci = PiF,P;‘: S’ 4 S’ and 6, = piC,Pi-‘: S* + S’. Then $i and di are commuting homco- 
morphisms satisfying kiIp(S,(r:“)) = il(p(Si(r:“)) and dilp(Si(c”)) = dl(p(S,(d’)). 
LEUMA 3.1. It’(J $1) = rr#. 6,). 
I’roof‘oj’ Lcnmw 3. I. Choose isotopics j;, 0,: S* -* S*, f E [I, 33, satisfying 
(3.1-I) /; =J’; Jz = p; f, = pi 
(3.1-2) .(/, = y; !/r = 6; y, = tii 
(3.1-3) /;lK =J’Ih’; y,lK = glK for I 5, t 5 2 
(3.1-a) f;lp(Si(l:“)) = Plp(St(C”)); Y~Ip(Si(l:“)) = G^Ip(Si(t:“)) for 2 5 t S 3. 
Define 11, =j;q,j;-‘q,-‘,I 5; I 5 3. Then h, is a loop in (Homeo+(S*), identity) and it 
suffices to show that [h,] = 0. Now FGF-‘G-l: N + N is isotopic to the identity and has 
support in u:=, A,. It follows that there is an isotopy of FGF-‘G-’ to the identity that has 
support in WY= 1 Ai. (Otherwise there would be an isotopy of FGF-‘G-l with support in 
u:=, Ai to a non-trivial Dehn twist homcomorphism.) Projecting this to S’ we conclude 
that there is an isotopy h,*: S* -+ S*, te[O, I]. from hj = h2 = ~c^P-‘6-’ to h: = identity 
such that h,I(K u(S’\u Dj’)) = identity for all t. 
The isotopies 
{ 
h, for I sr 52 
and 
-xr = jr:_ 2 for 2~;1<3 
I 
II:_, for I I; f I; 2 
yI = 11, for 2sf53 
arc loops in (Homeo, (S*), identity) satisfying [h,] = [x,] [y,]. Since x,lK = identity and 
y,lP(Si(E”)) = identity for all fE[I, 31. Lemma I.1 implies that [x,] = [y,] = 0. 0 
For any pair of homcomorphisms 11 ,, h2: M --, M of a compact surface M, define 
C(h,, Ir2) to bc the number of components of dM that are sctwise fixed by both h, and h,. 
Note that Card (Fix(f) A Fix(g)) 2 C(F, G). 
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LEMMA 3.2. If W.(Fi, 6,) = 0 or C(Fi. Gi) > 0. then C(F;, G,) r 2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. By Lemma 2.5 it suffices to show that Fix(fi) n Fix(di) contains at 
least two points. If Fi has finite order then by Remark 2.4, ii is conjugate to a rotation. 
Lemma 1.2 and our hypothesis imply that di fixes both endpoints of I. 
Suppose that both Fi and Gi are pseudo-Anosov. If F, = H’ and Gi = H’ for some 
pseudo-Anosov H, then Fix(ci) n Fix(d,) 3 Fix(E). Since a fixed point of fi has index at 
most one, Fix(i) contains at least two points. In the remaining case. Lemma 2.3 and 
Remark 2.4 imply that the subgroup generated bx gi and Gi contains an element i that is 
conjugate to a finite order rotation. If W(~i. Gi) = 0 then It-(F^i. T^) = 0 = w(di, f). If 
Fix(fi) n Fix(di) # 0. then Fix(fi) n Fix(r^i) # 0 and Fix(di) n Fix(ii) # 0. In either 
case, ki and di fix both endpoints of 5’. 0 
Prao$ of Thcwrum 0.1. Let K = Fix(f) u Fix&). Since K 2 Fix(f)n Fix(g). C(F, G) = 
Card(Fix(f) n Fix(p)). We will assume that either W(f, g) = 0 or C(F. G) > 0 and show that 
C(F, G) 2 2. Thus we are also proving half of Corollary 0.3. 
If r = 1. then N = S, and Lemma 3.2 is exactly what we need. If r = 2. then 
N = S, u A, v Sz and F and G both setwise fix S,, S2. and A (because they each setwise 
fix a component of 8N). Lemma 3. 2 therefore implies that C(F, G) = C(F,, G,) 
+ C(F,. G1) - 2 2 2. 
Suppose that r > 2. If S, dots not scparatc N and if Aj is the unique annulus adjacent to 
Sj. then F [rcspcctivcly G] sctwisc fixes Sj if and only if F [respectively G] setwise fixes A,. 
Let E bc the union of the non-separating S;s and their adjacent annuli. Then the closure 
M of N \ E is F-invariant, G-invariant. conncctcd and non-empty. Lemma 3.2 implies that 
C(F. G) 2 C(K[IU, GIIV). Thcorcm 0.1 now follows by induction on r. cl 
4 I’ROOF 01’ ‘I’IIEOW~M 0.2 ASL) COWOLLARY 0.3 
We will assume that Fix(f)n Fix(y) contains only isolated points in the intinitc set 
Fix(f) u Fix(g) and we will prove that Fix(f) n Fix(g) contains at least two points. This will 
prove Theorem 0.2 and complete the proof of Corollary 0.3. 
We denote the accumulation sets for Fix(f) and Fix(g) by A(f) and A(g) respectively. We 
may assume that A(f) and A(g) have neighborhoods that are identified with open subsets 
of R’. 
The smoothness hypothesis is used only in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. I. For every n~~iyhhorhood U of A( f ), there is u nriyhhorhood V c U of A(f) 
such IhIt: 
(1) The strtriyht line hortw~upy A(x) = tf (.Y) + (I - 1)~ restricted 10 V is un isotopy 
/;: V -+ U reluriiv lo Fi.\:( f) from f0 = inclusion to f, = f 1 K Moreoccr, if x E V und 
x 4 Fix( f ). rhcn /;(.u) 4 Fix(f) fctr all f E [0, I]. 
(3) T/w isolopp (jr =f;yj;- ‘g-l ( V: V -+ U r~ret7d.s lo an isotopy Q,: U 4 U relative fo 
2U from Q. = idenriry to Q, = identity. 
A sitnilar starettwnt holrls with rhc roles off nnd y rrwrsed. 
Proof of Lettunn 4.1. For each a; A( f ). DJ, fixes a vector; thus DA(p) # - kc for ail 
vectors b and k 2 0. Since (DA),(E) = r(Df ),(c) + (I - t)6 # 0, there exists 6’(a) > 0 so that 
(DA), is invertible for all t E [O, 11 and all XE B,j.Ja), the ball of radius 6’(a) about a. We 
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may therefore choose b(a) > 0 so that each1;I&,,(u) is one to one. (See for example the 
proof of the inverse function theorem in [6]). Since A(f) is compact, there exists ~3~ > 0 so 
that if x,y~f&,(a) for some aeA(f), then I;(x) #L(J). On the other hand, each 
j;JA(f) = identity, so there exists 6 < 6,/Z so that if x. ):EB,(.~(J)) and 1.x - pI > b. then 
f;(x) #J(J). Thus each f;l&(A(f)) is one to one. Choose Yc E&4(f)) so that each 
J( P’) c U n Ed(,4(f)) and each q,(V) c U. If .‘CE b’and .K 4 Fix(f). thenf,(x) # x for t > 0 so 
/t(/;(x)) #f,(x) for t > 0. This implies that f;(x)$Fix(f;) for t > 0 and hence that 
/;(x)$ Fix(f). This proves (1). 
We may assume that the components of U and V have smooth boundaries. It suffices to 
work on one component of U at a time so we assume that U is connected. Extend q, over 
a neighborhood of SU by the identity. The isotopy extension theorem produces an 
extension (I,: U + U such that &,lU = identity and q,l?U = identity for all t. Denote 
U\int(V) by M. It suffices to show that q,lbf is isotopic to the identity relative to Sbf. 
The element [dllnf] of the relative mapping class group for M depends only on the 
isotopy q,jSl’: (7V+ U from q. = inclusion to q, = inclusion. Moreover, [yl 1 M ] depends 
not on the isotopy q,I?Vitself but only on its reliltive homotopy class as a path in the space 
Emh’(ZV. U) of CL-embeddings of C’V into U with the C’ topology. In other words. if q; is 
another path in En1h’(?1’, U) with cl;, = q’, = inclusion, and if the paths q, and y; arc 
homotopic rcl endpoints in E&‘(?I/. U), then [d’, I IV] = [q, IM]. This follows from the 
fact that if 4; is sulficicntly close to qt. then WC may choose the extensions ii, and 4; to be 
Co-close. In particular (7, I M is Co-close to (I’, 1 M and thcsc two homcomorphisms dcter- 
mint the same elcmcnt of the relative mapping class group of M. 
It thcrcfore suliiccs to show that the path q,I?V is homotopic rcl endpoints to the 
constant path at the inclusion. The homotopy will bc given by the straight lint homotopy 
ff,(t): (7Y -. U dcfincd by ff,(t)(.lr) = sx + (I - s)q,(x). Obviously f/,,(r) = q,, Ii, (I) = inclu- 
sion and f/.,(O) = ff,s( I) = inclusion. It remains to show that each If,(t) is an cmbcdding, and 
this follows by applying the argument in the lirst parqraph of this proof to the filmily 
(4,: 0 5 I I; I) instead of f. l-.1 
Choose a ncstcd scqucnce of neighborhoods U , (/‘) = I-;(./) = U2(f’) = U,(J) 2 v,(/‘) 
2 A(l) of A(j‘) whcrc: (i) U,(j’)n Fix(g) = 0; (ii) t’,(/) c U,(l) and v,(f) c U,(f) 
satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 4. I; (iii) y(U,(/)) c V,(/‘); and (iv) U,(/‘) c g/(U2)n 
MU,). Let Vi(/) [respectively US(/), Vi(/), k’;(/‘)] bc the union of the components of 
V,(j) [respectively U,(j), U,(/). VA(f)] that contain recurrent points for y-‘IA(/). 
Choose a finite set {x1.. . . ,xk) c V;(/)n~(j’) of 9-l -recurrent points whose orbits 
intersect every component of V;(f) and are distinct. Let W(/) c V;(J) be the union of tiny 
disjoint neighborhoods of x,, . . . , .vk. For each .Y,. choose li > 0 so that xi and s-‘1(x,) lie in 
the same component of W(f); if xi is g-periodic. choose I, to be the period of that orbit. 
Denote by X the set u:;. I uj= 1 g-‘(Xi). We may ;Issumc that X intersects every component 
of Vi(/). 
Choose homeomorphisms zi: S’ + S’ with support in distinct components of W(T) so 
that Z( interchanges Xi and ~~-‘~(.ui) and so that zil(X\y-‘~(x,)) = identity; if xi is g-periodic, 
choose Zi = identity. Dcnotc the composition IX, * * * zk by I and define 3 = sy. We may 
assume that Fix(J) = Fix(g). 
Define{= /Ifsimilarly with U,(/)n U,(y) = 0 and with the set that corresponds to 
X being labcllcd Y. Dcfinc K = X u Y u (~g-’ -periodic orbits in Fix(f) that are entirely 
contained in S’\ V,(f)} u {/-I pc rlo IC orbits in Fix(g) that arc entirely contained in d’ 
S’\ V,(<J)~. Note that K is a finitcJinvariant, y-invariant sot containing Fix(f)n Fix(g), that 
Fix(f) = Fix(f) and that Fix(g) = Fix(y). It suffices to show that Fix(j) A Fix(y) contains at 
least two points. 
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Define Ui = Ui(J) u Ui(S); define &, Lr,!, k’i and W similarly. We may assume that 
W is so small that Jgl(S’\ Vi) =/gl(S’\V;) = gfl(S’\v;) = gJ)(Sz\. V;), that 
f&PQ-‘I(S*\ V;) = identity, and that /?f(Ur) =/(U,). 
LEMMA 4.2. Jtj z cjfrel(K u (S’\CJ;)). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We must show that fglll> 1: dT/Ui rel(X u Yuc’U;). Since 
I = UJ. Bf(Uz) =f(U,) and CJ, c gf(U,). we conclude that U; c gf(U;). It suffices 
to show that fgf-‘g- ’ 1 CJ; = identity rel(X u Yu au;). 
We will give the argument for U;(f); the argument for U;(g) is similar. Let 
/;: V,(f)+ U,(f) and Qr: U,(f) + U,(f) be the isotopies given by Lemma 4.1. Since 
8lU;(f) = identity. 4, -f,cxgj;-‘g-‘zx‘lIV;(f) is an isotopy rel X from q0 = 
identityI& to 4, =fif-‘gj-‘IV;(f). Moreover, if W(f) is sufficiently small, then 
cl,lSG(f) =/;sfr-‘s-‘ldG(f) = q,ld&(f ). Thus QII(U;(f )\ V;( f )) extends q,l V;(f) to 
the desired isotopy offif-‘g-‘III;(f) to the identity rel(X u c!U;(f)). 0 
LEMMA 4.3. Fix(f) and Fix@ are Nielsen equitdcnt into K. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We will give the argument for Fix(r). Choose ZE Fix(f) such that 
c 4 K. If z E k’;(f) choose .Y E X and a path y c k’;(f) connecting z to x. Lemma 4. I and the 
fact that11 V’,(f) = f I V;(f) imply thatJ(y) z y rcl(K uc). If=@ k’;(f). choose the smallest 
VI > 0 so that (/-“(z)E V;(f). Since g(U*(f)) c V,, g-“(z)ESZ\U;(f). In particular, 
d-‘(z) = q-‘(z) and. by Lemma 4.2, J>j 2: dfrcl(K u q-j(:)) for j = 0,. . . , m. 
We show by induction on j = 0,. . , , m that 2, = g-““(2) h as an appropriate arc y,. WC 
have already chcckcd the j = 0 cast. Suppose then that /‘cyj) c yjrcl(K u:,). Dcfmc 
YJ + 1 = d(y,). Then 
J(7, + ,I = SW,) 1 
‘c a%,) rel K u Zj + 1 
c B(Yj) rclK~z~+~ 
= ‘i]Cl. cl 
Let N be the surface obtained from S2 \ K by compactifying each end with a boundary 
circle. Thenfl(S2\K) and dl(S’\K) determine commuting elements of MCG(N). Apply 
Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 to these two elements of MCG(N) to construct 
F, G: N + N. We now follow the notation of Section 3. In particular, pi and di are defined 
from Si, F and G exactly as before. 
Proofof Lemma 4.4. By choosing W to be sufficiently small, WC may assume that there is 
. . . ZCK 
;z;;;;f - I;;;“:/ -:;- l(Z)). 
such that .(/ z .(/rcl(g-‘(Z)uf -‘g-‘(Z)) and 
Since fz Fret K and cj -z Crel K, we have 
f c Frcl(f-‘(%)u/-‘g-‘(Z)) and g z drcl(g- ‘(Z)uf -‘g-‘(Z)). Turning to the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. we have isotopicsj;, g,: S2 --, S’, t~[1,3]satisfying(3.1-1).(3.I-2),(3.1-4)and 
(4.4-3) /;u-‘(muf -‘17-‘w =flf_‘(Z)uf -‘Y-‘(z) 
%I$/-‘(Z)uf -‘g-‘(z) = glY-‘(z)uf -‘g-‘(z) 
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for 1 5 r I 2. Note that f1g(/;- ‘g,-t IZ = identity for each 1 I t I 2. The proof now 
concludes as in Lemma 3.1 with Z replacing K in the last sentence. 0 
Lemma 3.2 and the proof of Theorem 0.1 apply directly to our present context and 
complete the proof of Theorem 0.2 and Corollary 0.3. 
5. PROOF OF COROLLARY 05 
Proof of Corollary 0.5. Choose a lift YE fi and lifts i & F, 6: &T -+ ,I? such that F’ and 
G’ fix J and such that i and 4 are equivariantly homotopic to F and G’ respectively. Since 
fg = gf, fg = rg? for some covering translation T: G + 6. Let Si be the component of the 
full pre-image of Si that contains J, let 6 = Flgi and let Gli = GIgi. Then FiGi = (Tlgi)CiFi. 
Since E and Gi fix a common point, T = identity; we conclude that 74 = @f 
During the proof of Lemma 2.5 we showed that Fix(fl int(fi)) is non-empty and 
compact. This implies that 7 does not commute with any covering translations and hence 
that the projection of Fix(rlint 6) into Fix(f) is one to one. If Fix(f) is finite then 
Fix(jlint iI?) is finite. A similar argument holds for g. Corollary 0.3 now completes the 
proof. cl 
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